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This paper contains a very curious characterization of absolute continuity. 
It was obtained first as a corollary to a very deep result in functional analy- 
sis [l] whose proof involves a great deal of the abstract theory of locally convex 
spaces. We believe that people interested in real variables will find this 
characterization interesting, but might not be enthusiastic about going 
through the long, difficult functional analytical argument which constitutes 
its proof. For this reason, we have constructed a short direct proof that only 
involves classical real variables. 
All functions in this paper are real valued and defined on the unit interval 
P, 11. 
DEFINITION. A sequence {p,J of continuous functions is said to converge 
u to 0 if 
I 
1 
lim ?I+* o P)nf dcL = O 
for every function f in L1 (p is Lebesgue measure). This is merely the familiar 
weak (a(L*, Ll)) convergence in La. 
DEFINITION. If o1,,3,6, y arefour numbers such that 0 < cy. < fi < 6 < y <I, 
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LEMMA. Suppose that U,, , n = 1, 2 ,..., is the union of afinite set of disjoint 
open intervals (ani, bni), 1 < i < k(n). Suppose fni and 5,” are arbitrary numbers 
such that ani < &,i < tni < b,i. Zf p( U,,) converges to 0, then the sequence 
k(n) 
converges 0 to 0. 
PROOF. Let f be an element of L1 and let E > 0 be given. Choose M so 
large that 
I Mlf14+ where M={x:If(x)I >M>. 
If n is sufficiently large p( U,) < 42ilfi in which case, 
THEOREM. Let N be a .function of bounded variation which is continuous 
.from the left; then, N is absolutely continuous 23 
(1) 
for every sequence {p)n} of continuous functions which converge u to 0. 
PROOF. If N is absolutely continuous, then the conclusion is obvious. To 
prove the converse, we begin by showing that the hypotheses imply that N 
is continuous. Let E > 0 be given and let b be a point in (0, 1). Let {pn} be a 
sequence of points in [0, l] which converge monotonically to b from the 
right. Let {m} be a second sequence such that p,, < yn < /Inn-r . Let 
p?n = #[b - l/n, b, /$ , y,J for n such that b - l/n > 0. 
Because N is of bounded variation there exists an n, such that 
glb I N(m) - NW I < + and 
B”$X<Y, 
lub 
&,4X$Yn 
I N(m) - NC4 I < + 
(2) 
for n > n, . 
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Because N is continuous from the left there exists n2 such that 
I N4 - N(5) I < $ (3) 
wheneverb-l/n<E<bandn>,n,. 
Because the p’n are continuous and converge (Z to 0 there exists n3 such that 
(4 
I WG,) - N(b) I = ( ,:” e;n ~LV (
Let n 3 max {nl , n2 , zr 3 }. The first term on the right is less than e/3 because 
of (4). Integrating by parts, applying the mean value theorem and 3 gives that 
second term is less than e/3. Using a result of R. Boas [2; p. 61 and 2, one 
obtains that the third term is less than e/3. This proves the continuity of N 
at b if b is in (0, 1). If b = 1, N is continuous by hypothesis and if b = 0 a 
modification of the above argument shows the continuity. 
Let v be the measure which is defined by N, it can be extended to all 
Lebesgue measurable sets. We will show that v << p [3], i.e., that v is abso 
lutely continuous with respect to p. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem this 
implies that there exists a function f in L1 such that 
v(E) = I,f 4 
for every Lebesgue measurable set E. This in turn implies that N is abso- 
lutely continuous: for 
f I f(Bi) - f(q) I G 44 = llf IL M 
i=l 
whenever 0 is any open set which is the union of disjoint open intervals 
6% > As,). 
To show that v < < FL, we have to show that v(E) = 0 whenever E is a meas- 
urable set such that p(E) = 0. Choosing such an E and an arbitrary number 
E > 0 we let (U,} be a sequence of open sets such that 
E = fi u,, 
,I=1 
and lim v( CT?,) = v(E). nv+m 
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Let U, be the union of the disjoint open intervals (ain, fiin)L1 . Because 
I G dN = f’ N(fiin) - N(Q) i=l 
we can choose k(n) such that 
f (NOSin) - N(q)) < 2-“. 
i=k(n)+l 
For each n and i choose Sin > 0 such that x in [Q, ain + $“I implies 
1 N(x) - N(q) 1 < 2-tn+%+l); such that x in [fit” - &n, pin] implies 
1 N(x) - N@,“) 1 < 2-(n+z+1) and such that Lynn + 6in < pi” - 6in. 
Let p?n = E~~i’$(~ii”, c+l + 6i”, pin - Sin, PI”). The sequence vn converges 
Q to 0 so there exists n, such that n > 1zr implies that 
Integrating by parts and applying the mean value theorem gives 
I 
k(n) 
in dN = C N(Sin) - N(gP), 
a=1 
where 
ap < gin < cq + Si” and pin - 8,” < Q < /Iin. 
Choose n, such that n > n, implies that 2-” < ~14. We have 
whenever n > max {% , na}. 
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